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Interesting Facts for the Week
The Japanese military used plague-infected fleas and flies, covered in cholera, to infect the population of China. They were spread using low-flying planes and with bombs
containing mixtures of insects and disease. 440,000 people died as a result. After the war, the US protected all of the Japanese germ warfare officers, including its
commander, from “war crimes” prosecution, and brought them all to the US to help its own biological weapons program.
The film “The Killing Fields” cast a real life survivor of the Cambodian Genocide. Hang S. Ngor survived three terms in Cambodian Prison camp by eating insects. He went on
to win an Academy Award for supporting actor. Unfortunately, he was murdered by an LA street gang in 1996.
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After School Detention



Note—School-Wide picture after
secondary breakfast on Thursday
(12th).

September 16-21
After School Detention



Pay attention to dress code and
behavioral issues as we begin the new
school year. If we start out strong, we
might be able to keep their attention
throughout the year as Chronological
Amnesia Syndrome (CAS-which
coincidentally is pronounced “sass”)
symptoms kick in.

Thomas




FYI—we will be upgrading the Xerox
copiers’ upgrade to include hole-punch
capabilities.

Flu shots will be given in the Board
Room on Wednesday, September 11th @
10:00 am if you are interested in being
shot.

Davis


Next board meeting—Monday, September
23rd @ 6:30.



Teacher Workday—Monday, September
30th (8:00-12:00).
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JH & HS VB @
Olney
JH @ 4:00
HS @ 5:00ish

16
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VB vs Archer City @
HOME
JH@4:00 & HS@5:00ish

Gate: Clayton

6:00ish-Meet the
Hornets

13
Picture Day

19

14

4:00- HS VB vs
Windthorst @
Home
Gate: Lemon

20

21
10:00-HS VB vs
Electra @ Home
Gate: Streit

